Outstanding Cinematography For A Nonfiction Program

Abstract: The Art Of Design
Ian Spalter: Digital Product Design
On the heels of projects for Nike and Instagram, Ian Spalter explains the process of experimenting with new product designs.

Adam Ruins Everything
Adam Ruins Himself
Adam battles with self-doubt over how biases affect the show, and shares the shortcomings of storytelling and the influence of advertising on the series integrity.

American Factory
In this documentary, hopes soar when a Chinese company reopens a shuttered factory in Ohio. But a culture clash threatens to shatter an American dream.

The Apollo
The storied 85-year history of the Apollo Theater in Harlem, told by those who performed and worked there, and following the Apollo's inaugural staging of Ta-Nehisi Coates' acclaimed Between the World and Me.

Apollo 11
Crafted from newly discovered large format film footage, Apollo 11 documents the mission that first landed humans on the moon.

Ask Dr. Ruth
Ask Dr. Ruth chronicles the life of Dr. Ruth Westheimer, a Holocaust survivor who became America's most famous sex therapist. As her 90th birthday approaches, she revisits her past and career at the forefront of the sexual revolution.

Aspire To The Sky: The Wilshire Grand Story
Episode 1
Los Angeles has the tallest building west of Chicago and it's built on an earthquake fault. Seismic issues, wind forces, and soil subsidence plague high-rise design. This story shows how Architects and Engineers make the impossible possible.

Atlanta's Missing And Murdered: The Lost Children
Part 3
The murders escalate and detectives begin to wonder if a serial killer is behind them. Then, a bridge stakeout leads to the arrest and conviction of 23-year-old Wayne Williams. But when he is only tried for the murder of two adult victims, community members wonder if justice is being served?

Beastie Boys Story
Beastie Boys Mike Diamond and Adam Horovitz tell a personal story of their band and 40 years of friendship in this live documentary experience.
Becoming
Former First Lady Michelle Obama looks at her life, hopes and her connection with others as she tours with "Becoming."

Best Wishes, Warmest Regards: A Schitt's Creek Farewell
This special of Schitt's Creek takes fans behind the scenes for the first time, with footage of wardrobe fittings, the final table read, audition tapes, and more. It features interviews with the cast, creators, journalists, and celebrity superfans.

The Black Godfather
This documentary examines the life of Clarence Avant, a leader, mentor and friend working for inclusion and equality while fighting for social justice within the industries of music, film, television and politics.

Black Patriots: Heroes Of The Revolution
Featuring NBA legend and activist Kareem Abdul-Jabbar, the documentary paints a picture of the African American experience during the Revolutionary War through the eyes of some of the most significant African American figures of our country’s founding.

Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner
Phnom Penh With Kate McKinnon
Kate McKinnon and David Chang learn how Cambodia's history has impacted its food culture, then dig into durian and consider snackable tarantulas and cockroaches.

The Cave
The Cave paints a portrait of courage, resilience and female solidarity inside a subterranean hospital in Syria run by a young, female pediatrician.

Chasing Happiness
From humble roots in New Jersey through their rise to fame, the Jonas Brothers' bond was unshakeable until a breakup led Joe, Kevin and Nick down separate paths. With interviews, exclusive footage and music, Chasing Happiness is the Jonas Brothers as never seen before.

The Chef Show
Hog Island
Jon and Roy study, harvest and prepare oysters in Tomales Bay, California. Then, they get in on a barbecue at Hog Island Oyster Co.

Circus Of Books
For 35-plus years, the gay porn shop Circus of Books gave LA's LGBT+ community a space to socialize and celebrate themselves. Unbeknownst to most, the store was owned by Karen and Barry Mason, a straight couple whose children went to religious school and were unaware of their parents' business.

The Circus: Inside The Craziest Political Campaign On Earth
On The Boil
In the week of the South Carolina Democratic primary, voters are deciding if there is a viable challenger to Bernie Sanders. African American voters could bolster Joe Biden’s campaign, but will the results dramatically affect the race going forward?
Cold Justice
Mystery On The Mountain
Kelly and Abbey work with the Shoshone County Sheriff's Office to investigate the 2012 disappearance of Brian Shookman, a young father who traveled to the county to attend a family reunion, and then vanished. As the list of suspects grows, can the team uncover the truth behind his vanishing?

Comedians In Cars Getting Coffee
Sebastian Maniscalco: My Wife Didn't Know The Extent Of It
Rolling around in vintage Italian scooters, Jerry and Sebastian Maniscalco discuss likes and dislikes and how comedians function in "normal" society.

The Confession Tapes
Deep Down
In a long interview with police, Angelika Graswald admits to being OK with her fiancé drowning during a kayaking expedition. Cops and media pounce.

Cosmos: Possible Worlds
Seven Wonders Of The New World
Take a trip to the 2039 New York World's Fair, where the problems we now consider hopeless have been solved and thrilling possibilities exist.

Country Music
1. "The Rub" (Beginnings - 1933)
After centuries of percolating in America’s immigrant and racial mix, what was first called “hillbilly music” begins reaching more people through phonographs and radio. The Carter Family, with their ballads and old hymns, and Jimmie Rodgers, with his combination of blues and yodeling, become its first stars.

Daniel Sloss: X
Taped in Sydney, Australia, Sloss skewers society's gender constructs and mines his own personal experiences, flipping the script on what we've come to expect from male comedians in terms of talking about gender and sexuality. Sloss provides insights, along with his Scottish-level swearing and disregard for uncomfortable topics.

The Delicacy
The story of a rare and exotic food, the sea urchin, and how it’s harvested, eaten, and the role it plays in nature and the lives of those who bring it to the table.

The Devil Next Door
The Final Twist
Tensions run high in Israel and around the world as Demjanjuk's trial comes to a conclusion. But even that's not the end of the story.

Diners, Drive-Ins And Dives
Savory With A Side Of Sweet
Guy Fieri has traveled all over looking for the best diners, drive-ins and dives, highlighting great restaurants that have been doing it right for decades. From tried-and-true favorites, to updated twists on classics, Guy gives viewers a roadmap to great food finds and a spotlight for the people creating them.
Dirty Money
Dirty Gold
Behind the huge quantities of gold flowing into the U.S. each year lies a web of money laundering, illegal mining and environmental destruction.

Don't F**k With Cats: Hunting An Internet Killer
Killing For Clicks
A new video pushes panic to the next level, galvanizing the internet nerds to intensify their own investigation as police join the hunt.

The Edge Of Democracy
Political documentary and personal memoir collide in this exploration into the truth behind the unraveling of two Brazilian presidencies.

The Elephant Queen
Embark on a journey of family, courage, and coming home. Join Athena, the matriarch, as she leads her elephant herd across an African landscape. Narrated by Chiwetel Ejiofor.

The Family
Chosen
Supporters and skeptics discuss C Street -- a secrecy-shrouded residence for Washington politicians -- and its sway in high-profile sex scandals.

The Food That Built America
Lines In The Sand
In the wake of the Civil War, a revolution begins on the backs of entrepreneurs like Henry Heinz, John and Will Kellogg, and C.W. Post. These budding innovators push the limits of ingenuity to launch businesses that will revolutionize industry and change the landscape of the nation forever.

Free Meek
Two Americas
Meek Mill got his start as a battle rapper in Philly’s roughest neighborhoods. A violent encounter with law enforcement sends him to jail at 19, ensnaring him in the justice system. He will spend the next 11 years trying to break free of its grasp.

Garth Brooks: The Road I’m On (Biography)
In Garth Brooks: The Road I’m On, the artist tells his life story, from his early days playing gigs at college bars in Oklahoma and his first unsuccessful trip to Nashville to his world tours and balancing family life with global fame.

Good Eats: The Return
My Shakshuka
Alton Brown brought back the series that inspired food fans with culinary science, history, comedy, puppets, cameras inside appliances and great recipes. From chicken parm to shakshuka to steak tartare and more, Alton tackles a brand-new menu of food exploration as only Alton can.

Gordon Ramsay: Uncharted
New Zealand’s Rugged South
Gordon Ramsay explores Maori cuisine on a trip through New Zealand’s South Island.
Grant
Unlikely Hero
Ulysses S. Grant rises from his humble beginnings to become the winning General in one of the Civil War’s bloodiest battles.

The Great Hack
Explore how a data company named Cambridge Analytica came to symbolize the dark side of social media in the wake of the 2016 U.S. presidential election.

Happiness Continues: A Jonas Brothers Concert Film
A live concert experience and look into life on the road with the Jonas Brothers during their Happiness Begins concert tour.

Have A Good Trip: Adventures In Psychedelics
Celebrities recall their mind-bending trips via animations, reenactments, and more in this comedic documentary exploring the story of psychedelics.

Hello, Privilege. It's Me, Chelsea.
In this documentary, Chelsea Handler explores how white privilege impacts American culture -- and the ways it’s benefited her own life and career.

Hillary
The Hardest Decision
Hillary interweaves never-before-seen footage from the 2016 campaign with biographical chapters of her life. Featuring exclusive interviews with Clinton herself, Bill Clinton, Chelsea Clinton, friends and journalists, the series examines how she became at once one of the most admired and vilified women in the world.

Hip Hop: The Songs That Shook America (AMC Visionaries)
Jesus Walks: 2004
In an era of excess, a Christian rap song by Kanye West challenges the church and changes ideals about religion and rap music.

Hitsville: The Making Of Motown
A documentary about the birth of Motown in Detroit in 1958 until its relocation to Los Angeles in the 1970s. The creation of Motown coincided with a period of significant racial tensions in America, amid the burgeoning civil rights movement.

Home
Chicago
A local artist revitalizes inner-city social spaces to create a new sense of home for his overlooked community.

Home
Maine
Incorporating ancient wood-burning techniques from Japan, a sculptor crafts a simple, sustainable home for his growing family.
Creating a Mediterranean climate with nurturing space for his autistic son, a father constructs a greenhouse over his family’s log cabin.

How To Fix A Drug Scandal
Episode 3
Farak’s confessions lay bare a broken system. Dookhan takes the fall in court, but suspicions of a high-level cover-up grow louder.

I Love You, Now Die: The Commonwealth v. Michelle Carter
Can one teenager be responsible for the suicide of another? This documentary delves into the 2014 suicide of 18-year-old Conrad Roy, text messages from 17-year-old girlfriend Michelle Carter which may have encouraged Conrad to kill himself, and the subsequent trial, questioning culpability and mental health in the digital age.

The Imagineering Story
Episode 6: To Infinity And Beyond.
Bob Iger shepherds Shanghai Disneyland, much like Walt Disney did with his original Disneyland. The Imagineers customize a new Magic Kingdom to fit China’s culture. Meanwhile, through innovative technology and immersive placemaking, pop culture worlds come alive.

In Search Of
Secrets Of The Bible
In Search Of investigates mysteries and legends. To find the answers, we travel the globe, searching for clues with some of the world’s top experts and reveal brand new theories and evidence which could change our thinking.

The Innocence Files
The Evidence: The Duty To Correct
In a crusade to discredit bogus forensics and raise awareness, the Innocence Project enlists allies including former convicts betrayed by the system.

The Innocence Files
The Prosecution: Hidden Alibi
A suspect in a Houston cop’s murder has a solid alibi - until his girlfriend suddenly changes her story. Years later she reveals a secret.

The Innocence Files
The Witness: Making Memory
In 1984, a teen is convicted when multiple rape victims identify him with "100% certainty". Decades into his imprisonment a truth surfaces.

Inside Bill’s Brain: Decoding Bill Gates
Part 3
The search for climate change solutions requires passion, resources and a sense of urgency -- three qualities Bill Gates possesses.
**Jeffrey Epstein: Filthy Rich**
Finding Their Voice
Arrested and charged in 2019 with child sex trafficking, Epstein spends only a short time behind bars, but his accusers still get their day in court.

**John Mulaney & The Sack Lunch Bunch**
John Mulaney and his kid pals tackle existential topics for all ages with catchy songs, comedy sketches and special guests in a nostalgic special.

**Kids Behind Bars: Life Or Parole**
Brandon
In 2001, a group of teens including 15-year-old Brandon kidnapped and raped 21-year-old Melissa. Brandon was sentenced to 141 years in prison without parole. Seventeen years later the Ohio Supreme Court granted Brandon the opportunity for a new sentence. As part of the hearing, Melissa presents a victim impact statement.

**Killer Inside: The Mind Of Aaron Hernandez**
Episode 1
Aaron’s arrest for the murder of Odin Lloyd shocks the sports world, and his life and relationships before stardom are explored.

**The Kindness Diaries**
The Gift Of Kindness
Host Leon Logothetis travels the world with only a vintage motorbike and the kindness of strangers, which he pays back in unexpected ways.

**The Kingmaker**
As the former first lady of the Philippines, Imelda Marcos is best known for her opulent lifestyle, but it was her behind-the-scenes influence of her husband’s presidency that rocketed her to the global political forefront. A journey through the Marcos family’s long history.

**Lance (30 for 30)**
Based on extensive, raw interviews with Armstrong, Lance chronicles the cyclist’s rise to icon and downfall. Armstrong provides a perspective on his career, from his battle with testicular cancer to his seven consecutive Tour de France titles, and his participation in the eventually uncovered doping scandal.

**The Last Dance**
Episode 10
With the team’s break-up looming, Michael Jordan and the Chicago Bulls sought their sixth NBA title in the fall of 1997. Based on never-before-seen-footage and candid interviews, The Last Dance tells the tale of one of a sports dynasty.

**Magic For Humans**
Time Is Relative
Justin turns water into mead at the Renaissance Fair and speed-knits a sweater before slowing down to share magical memories with his mother.
**Martin Clunes: Islands Of America**
Puerto Rico, Georgia, North Carolina & Virginia

Martin Clunes (Doc Martin) is a lovable travel companion in this voyage around America's coasts. Martin enjoys salsa lessons and rum tasting in Puerto Rico; the lost colony of Roanoke; and watches wild ponies swim.

---

**McMillion$**
Episode 1

In 2001, FBI Agent Doug Mathews received an anonymous tip of a con surrounding the McDonald's Monopoly game and a mastermind behind it: "Uncle Jerry." The investigation, codenamed Operation Final Answer, prompts Agent Mathews to propose an undercover sting.

---

**Moonlight Sonata: Deafness In Three Movements**

An intergenerational story of a close-knit family's experience with deafness, exploring the meaning of loss through a deaf boy growing up, his deaf grandfather growing old, and Ludwig van Beethoven, who crafted a sonata that would resonate across time and cultures.

---

**The Most Dangerous Animal Of All**

My Identity

Adopted as an infant, Gary Stewart always struggled with his identity. After 39 years, the life long search for his biological parents reveals a truth he never could have imagined.

---

**Murder In The Bayou**

Chapter One - A Body In A Canal

Between 2005 and 2007, the bodies of four young women are discovered around the town of Jennings, Louisiana, in the heart of Cajun country. All four are from the poor south side of town. An arrest is made, but the suspects are released a short time later without explanation.

---

**Murder To Mercy: The Cyntoia Brown Story**

After 16-year-old Cyntoia Brown is sentenced to life in prison, questions about her past, physiology and the law itself call her guilt into question.

---

**Natalie Wood: What Remains Behind**

This portrait of actress Natalie Wood, told through the eyes of her daughter Natasha Gregson Wagner and those who knew her best, celebrates the woman behind the iconic imagery and explores the details of Wood's personal life and career, often overshadowed by her tragic death.

---

**Night On Earth**

Moonlit Plains

From the African savanna to the Peruvian desert, lives of predators and prey are closely linked to the moon's cycles and the opportunities they bring.

---

**The Poison Squad (American Experience)**

The story of the people who fought for food safety at the turn of the 20th century through experiments and advocacy that changed the way Americans thought about food, health and consumer safety.

---

**Ride With Norman Reedus**

Uruguay With Becky Goebel

Norman Reedus and Becky Goebel learn about the country of Uruguay while riding with locals to take in the rich culture it has to offer.
Rodman: For Better Or Worse (30 For 30)
The story of five-time NBA champion Dennis Rodman, an unpredictable and unconventional player. A study of the power and perils of fame and how complicated identity can be.

Rolling Thunder Revue: A Bob Dylan Story By Martin Scorsese
In a mix of fact and fantasy, Martin Scorsese looks back at Bob Dylan’s 1975 Rolling Thunder Revue tour and a country ripe for reinvention.

Sea Of Shadows
Sea of Shadows follows a team of scientists, high-tech conservationists, investigative journalists, undercover agents, and the Mexican Navy as they save the last remaining vaquita whales and bring an international crime syndicate to justice.

A Secret Love
Falling in love in 1947, two women — Pat Henschel and pro baseball player Terry Donahue — begin a 65-year journey of love and overcoming prejudice.

Serengeti
Rebirth
It’s the close of another year for the animals of the Serengeti. The circle of life comes to the fore as elders prepare their young for a life on their own. The harmony of nature is restored for now, and the families of the Serengeti look to the future.

Seven Worlds, One Planet
Antarctica
The coldest, windiest, most hostile continent where penguin chicks run the gauntlet of orca and leopard seals, starfish and worms carpet the seabed whilst on the surface – one of the world’s greatest feeding spectacles.

Seven Worlds, One Planet
South America
The most species rich continent on Earth. In the Andes, pumas hunt guanaco while rarely seen bears search for mini avocados. In the Amazon, poison dart frogs care for their babies, macaws eat clay and birds make flights through a gigantic waterfall.

Shangri-La
Myth
Breakthroughs often happen when no one is looking. Rick chats with Mike D, LL Cool J and Chuck D about the early days of Def Jam and the importance of breaking rules.

Somebody Feed Phil
Marrakesh
The warmest of welcomes greets Phil in Morocco, where he savors lamb, gets a pop quiz on spices and commits a couscous faux pas over a family dinner.

Ted Bundy: Falling For A Killer
Falling
1974: As female students continue to disappear, it feels like gains being made by women are grinding to a halt. A composite sketch convinces campus cop Cheryl Martin the disappearances may be linked. Ted gets accepted into law school in Utah but refuses to ask Elizabeth to move with him.
Tell Me Who I Am
Alex wakes up from a coma having forgotten everything. The only thing he does know is that the person next to him is his twin brother, Marcus. Alex relies on Marcus to provide his memories, but the idyllic childhood Marcus paints for his twin conceals a family secret.

the goop lab with Gwyneth Paltrow
The Pleasure Is Ours
Going from real vulvas to true vulnerability, Gwyneth Paltrow and the team plunge into the topic of women’s pleasure, guided by sex educator Betty Dodson.

Tiger King: Murder, Mayhem And Madness
Dethroned
Joe Exotic faces the music in the courtroom but insists the story is far from over. Jeff's business prospects crumble. Former G.W. Zoo workers try to move on.

Travis Scott: Look Mom I Can Fly
While crafting his album Astroworld, Travis Scott juggles controversy, fatherhood and career highs in this documentary.

Trial By Media
Talk Show Murder
A man reveals his crush to a straight friend on The Jenny Jones Show. Days later a murder occurs, leading to questions about the show’s culpability.

The Trials Of Gabriel Fernandez
A Shock To The System
Details of Gabriel's story come to light as a source from inside the DCFS suggests that his case wasn't handled properly.

Ugly Delicious
Don't Call It Curry
Admitting he's clueless about Indian cuisine, Dave turns to Aziz Ansari and Padma Lakshmi for help and embarks on a trip to Mumbai.

Unidentified: Inside America’s UFO Investigation
The UFO Insiders
Former U.S. government insiders brought together by Tom DeLonge team up to reveal what the government knows about UFOs. U.S. Navy fighter pilots tell the team details about the tic-tac-shaped UFO they filmed in 2004. Is this an indication of a larger threat to U.S. national security?

Very Ralph
The first documentary exploring the life and career of fashion legend Ralph Lauren, this film reveals the man behind the iconic brand.

VICE
India Burning & Russia's Fight Factory
With its leaders ramping up Hindu nationalist rhetoric, Vice investigates the growing fear that India's 200 million Muslims are being systematically targeted. Correspondent Alzo Slade heads to Dagestan to explore how this tiny Russian Republic with a turbulent history has produced some of the world's top wrestlers and MMA fighters.
**Washington**

*Father Of His Country*

The Revolution is won but the problems are just beginning. With the fate of the young republic at stake, Washington does what no revolutionary leader has done before. He wills the power to the people and sets a course that dictates much of the American experience to this day.

---

**We Are The Dream: The Kids Of The Oakland MLK Oratorical Fest**

The documentary features the young people of Oakland, California who take center stage to honor Dr. Martin Luther King Jr and compete in the annual MLK Oratorical Fest, a public speaking competition celebrating the power of kids' voices and the community that supports them.

---

**What Happened On September 11**

An introduction to the events of September 11, 2001 for a young audience featuring moving personal stories from survivors and family members, historical segments, and classroom scenes exploring 9/11 through artwork and poetry.

---

**Who Killed Garrett Phillips?**

This documentary chronicles the 2011 murder of 12-year old Garrett Phillips and the attempts, five years later, to pin the crime on Oral "Nick" Hillary, a Black man in the mostly white community.

---

**The World According To Jeff Goldblum**

Tattoos

Jeff Goldblum gets under the skin of the tattoo community and discovers a world of artists and eccentric personalities.

---

**End of Category**